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Excerpt: .the Bahram fire. The Bahram fire is composed of a
thousand and one fires belonging to sixteen different classes
(ninety-one corpse-burning fires, eighty dyers fires, c.) As the
earthly representative of the heavenly fire, it is the sacred
centre to which every earthly fire longs to return, in order to be
united again, as much as possible, with its native abode. The
Ahura Mazda answered: His reward shall be the same as if he
had, here below, brought ten thousand fire-brands to the
Daity6-gatu. 82 (254). O Maker of the material world, thou Holy
One! If a man bring to the Daity6-gatu the fire wherein impure
liquid has been burntwhat shall be his reward when his soul
has parted with his body? Ahura Mazda answered: His reward
shall be the same as if he had, here below, brought a thousand
fire-brands to the Daity6-gatu....
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A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting
literature. I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic
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